Abstract: We study theoretically the band-gap structures of several types of three-dimensional photonic crystals with the fcc lattice symmetry: synthetic opals, inverted yablonovite and woodpile. The samples of inverted yablonovite, inverted yablonovite with a glassy superstructure and woodpile are fabricated by two-photon polymerization through a direct laser writing technique, which allows the creation of complex three-dimensional photonic crystals with a resolution better than 100 nm. A material is polymerized along the trace of a moving laser focus, thus enabling the fabrication of any desirable three-dimensional structure by direct "recording" into the volume of a photosensitive material. The correspondence of the structures of the fabricated samples to the expected fcc lattices is confirmed by scanning electron microscopy. We discuss theoretically how the complete photonic band-gap is modified by structural and dielectric parameters. We demonstrate that the photonic properties of opal and yablonovite are opposite: the complete photonic band gap appears in the inverted opal, and direct yablonovite is absent in direct opal and inverted yablonovite. 
Introduction
Periodic order in a photonic crystal provides coherent scattering of light from a precise geometrical arrangement of identical scatterers that leads to the formation of band gaps, where destructive wave interference prevents light propagation in specific directions or the formation of the omnidirectional complete photonic band gap over a specific energy range. In the simplest case of a small dielectric contrast, band gaps are associated with the Bragg reflection of light from systems of planes of the photonic crystal lattice. As a result, the transport of the light outside band gaps has a ballistic character, whereas the localization of the light is observed in the region of band gaps [1, 2] . Now, investigation of photonic crystals has become one of the modern rapidly developing directions in solid state physics [3] [4] [5] .
In 1991, Yablonovitch et al. [6] demonstrated the first artificial 3D photonic crystal, which was called, more recently, yablonovite [3, 7] . Yablonovite is a dielectric matrix drilled in three directions coinciding with three vectors of a unit cell of the fcc lattice. Such a structure is called direct yablonovite, implying that inverted yablonovite is the structure of filled holes and the air matrix surrounding them. The method of fabrication of original yablonovite proposed in [6] , i.e., mechanical drilling of millimeter cylindrical holes in an insulator, determines the microwave spectral range for the photonic band gap, which for the relative permittivity ε = 13 typical of semiconductors, is formed between the second and third photonic branches, with the width being about 20% of its central frequency.
However, the expansion of the photonic band structure to the infrared and visible spectral ranges faced serious technological difficulties. The most convenient technology for the fabrication of 3D photonic crystals for the visible range is the self-assembling growth of colloidal crystal. The well-known members of the colloidal crystal's family are natural and artificial opals [8] . Opals are made up of nearly spherical particles of amorphous silica a-SiO 2 of several hundred nanometers in diameter, which tend to form by self-assembling a close-packed structure with symmetry, to a first approximation, of an fcc lattice. Opals have voids between a-SiO 2 spheres, which could be filled by liquid or solid fillers with controlled permittivity values [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . After the opals were found to be 3D PhCs in the visible spectral region [8] , inverted opals were synthesized [15] [16] [17] with a complete photonic band predicted in [18, 19] . The photonic band structure of opals, i.e., the wave vector dependence of the band gaps energy in all high-symmetry directions on the Brillouin zone (BZ), was first experimentally investigated in [10, 12] . Unfortunately, all self-assembling crystals, including opals, are characterized by a large concentration of lattice defects and, especially, planar stacking faults. Even in the most perfect samples of opals, it is impossible to completely avoid different defects. In particular, the inhomogeneity of the permittivity over the volume of each individual a-SiO 2 particle [13, 14, 20] , as well as a dispersion in the size and permittivity in the ensemble of a-SiO 2 particles forming a particular sample of opal [9, 14, [21] [22] [23] is unremovable.
The problem of the fabrication of defect-free photonic crystals of almost arbitrary shape and various dimensions can be solved with the recently developed method of 3D laser lithography, which is also called direct laser writing [24] [25] [26] . This method is based on the nonlinear two-photon polymerization of a photosensitive material in the focus of a femtosecond laser beam. In two-photon polymerization, nearly simultaneous absorption of two photons within a small volume in a photosensitive material induces chemical reactions between photo-initiator molecules and monomers, which converts a liquid or gel monomer into a solid polymer. In order to obtain a photonic crystal filled with air, after the polymerization process, the material that was not exposed to an intense laser irradiation should be washed out with the developer [27] . The high resolution of the method is due to the intensity-threshold character of the polymerization process, which occurs in a region with sizes significantly smaller than the size of the focused beam. This technique makes it possible to form a 3D photonic crystal with a transverse resolution below 100 nm [26, [28] [29] [30] .
The unique capability of the direct laser writing method lies in that it allows the fabrication of computer-designed 3D structures of almost arbitrary shape with resolution beyond the diffraction limit. Widely used prototyping techniques, such as 3D inkjet printing and UV laser stereo-lithography, can also produce 3D structures; however, they cannot provide resolution better than a few microns. Lithographic techniques with extremely high resolution, such as e-beam lithography, are limited to producing 2D structures. Moreover, using direct laser writing technique, one can introduce defects into 3D photonic crystals or design a structure with a disordered glassy superstructure; something not possible using other methods [31, 32] .
Photonic Crystals Fabricated by Two-Photon Polymerization
To realize the two-photon polymerization technique for the fabrication of the woodpile photonic crystals, we use a train of femtosecond pulses centered at around 780 nm wavelength and at a repetition frequency of 80 MHz (12.5 ns of time between adjacent pulses). These pulses are derived from a 50-fs TiF-100F laser emitter (Avesta-Project, Moscow, Russia). Laser radiation was focused in the photoresist volume through the glass substrate with a 100× oil-immersion microscope objective with numerical aperture NA = 1.4 (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Jena, Germany). The structure was created using a hybrid organic-inorganic material based on zirconium propoxide with an Irgacure 369 photo-initiator (Ciba Specialty Chemicals Inc., Basel, Switzerland). The advantage of this material is low shrinkage upon polymerization, which guarantees a perfect correspondence of the resulting structure to a suggested mathematical model [26] . To fabricate structures, a photoresist drop was deposited on the surface of a glass substrate 150 µm thick and was dried at 60
• C for 30 min. The employed material is transparent for the used near-infrared laser radiation; therefore, only two-photon absorption can initiate a photo-polymerization process. Due to the threshold behavior and nonlinear nature of the two-photon polymerization, the light-material interaction region is confined to the small volume within the focus of the laser beam. Resolution beyond the diffraction limit can be realized by controlling the laser pulse energy. The minimum structural feature volume is dependent on several parameters, including laser power, numerical aperture of the objective lens, exposure time, voxel-voxel distance, etc. A voxel, i.e., volumetric pixel, is defined as the unit volume of material cured by the two-photon polymerization process. The highest resolution can be achieved through the use of low exposure time and low laser power at an energy that is near the threshold energy.
Using the two-photon polymerization technology, 3D structures can be fabricated by moving the laser beam focus three-dimensionally through the photoresist volume. Note that there is a compromise between the resolution and sophistication of the structure on one side and processing time on the other side; more complicated shapes of the created structures require longer processing times.
Different structures may be fabricated by means of either raster scanning or vector scanning. In the raster scanning approach, the structure is created in a layer-by-layer format. The scanning path of the laser focus is moved along a 2D scanning path in the xy-plane, while translation of the beam spot in the z-axis enables processing of 3D structures (Figure 1a,b) . For this purpose, the sample was mounted on a two-coordinate motorized linear air-bearing translator (Aerotech Inc., Lexington, KY, USA). To avoid the distortion of the focused laser beam by the built structures, 3D structures are fabricated layer-by-layer from bottom to top. The motion of the translators is controlled by a computer with software developed at Laser Zentrum Hanover. This software makes it possible to convert a computer model of the fabricated structure represented in the STLformat to the corresponding trajectory of the motion of the motorized mirror and stages. The raster scanning approach is appropriate for creating structures with complicated shapes. An example of such a structure is presented in Figure 1e and ,d) ; (e) scanning electron microscope image of the wind vane from the top of the Admiralty in Saint Petersburg, Russia, fabricated using the raster scanning approach; (f) scanning electron microscope image of the structure of inverted yablonovite fabricated using the vector scanning approach.
The vector scanning approach is based on the geometric modeling of the periodic structure. The structure is defined by the vectors of translations, and voxels are superimposed along the required lines. This approach is ideally suited for creating different photonic crystals, as demonstrated in Figure 1f by the example of the inverted yablonovite structure. In the woodpile, the rods in adjacent layers are rotated by 90
• relative to each other, and every other layer is shifted by half the rods' spacing in the direction that is orthogonal to the rods [33] [34] [35] . Vector scanning enables structures to be fabricated in a more rapid manner, which is especially important in the case of the preparation of large photonic structures for optical measurements and different applications. Aside from the problem of the perfect choice of the scanning approach, we must define the boundary of the normal exposure region depending on an average laser power and the structuring speed of the translators. To vary the laser power in the volume of the photoresist, we used a polarizer and half-wave plate situated on a computer-controlled motorized rotary table. An acousto-optic modulator was used to rapidly control the switching on/off of the laser beam. Figure 2 demonstrates the scanning electron microscopy images of the woodpile structure and the little ship obtained at different regimes, including low-, normal-and high-exposure for the woodpile.
In this paper, we discuss the photonic band structures of direct and inverted opals, yablonovite and woodpile structures. The inverted yablonovite structure was fabricated using the vector scanning approach (Figure 3a,b) [36] and the raster scanning approach (Figure 3a,b) [7] . In the raster scanning approach, the software formed cross-sections of the inverted yablonovite structure in the xy planes distributed with a specified step in the z direction and sequentially executed scanning in each of the planes. In order to decrease the fabrication time, the scanning in each xy plane was carried out only in closed contours bounding the structure. In the case of the inverse yablonovite, these contours had the form of circles (Figure 1b) . The calculated filling factor of the structure is about 15%. Additionally to the perfect inverted yablonovite structure, the 3D disordered glass-like inverted yablonovite structure can be fabricated by the two-photon polarization technique (Figure 3e,f) [37] . No other competing technology offers such a possibility. The cylinders were directed along the vectors of the unit cell of the fcc lattice (x + y)a/2, (x + z)a/2, and (y + z)a/2, where a is the fcc lattice constant; (c,d) inverted yablonovite fabricated using the raster scanning approach; (e,f) inverted yablonovite lattice with a disordered glassy superstructure fabricated using the raster scanning approach.
Theoretical Analysis of the Photonic Band Structures
To theoretically analyze the features of the band structure of the photonic crystals with the fcc lattice, we calculated the electromagnetic eigenmodes using the vector plane wave method. Following the approach proposed in [38] , the magnetic field in the periodic structure can be represented in the reciprocal space basis as:
where k is the wave vector, g are the reciprocal lattice vectors and ω is the frequency. With expansion Equation (1), the wave equation for the magnetic field can be written in the form:
Here, c is the speed of light in a vacuum andM is the positive semidefinite Hermitian operator, whose matrix elements M g ,g determine the operator −(g + k) × ε g −g (g + k)× that acts on the vector h k,g (where ε g is the Fourier transform of the inverse relative permittivity). As was shown in [39] , it is convenient to calculate the action of the operatorM on a periodic vector function h k with two fast Fourier transforms (the first and second transforms are performed before and after multiplication by the relative permittivity, respectively). It is noteworthy that the function h k should satisfy not only Equation (1), but also the condition of the transversality of electromagnetic waves. In the chosen plane wave basis, this condition is reduced to the orthogonality of the Fourier transform h k,g and vector g + k.
A series of the lowest eigenfrequencies that is a solution of problem Equation (1) was obtained with a variant of the Lanczos procedure [40] . To accelerate the convergence of the algorithm, the subspace of approximants was expanded by an operator close toM −1 (this operator was described in [41] ).
In addition, to reduce the number of plane waves (i.e., the number of reciprocal lattice vectors used in expansion Equation (1)), we applied the effective dielectric tensor method [39, 41] . The effective dielectric tensor at a certain point is determined by calculating the gradient of the permittivity by the finite difference method on a fine mesh near this point. In order to compare the photonic properties of different fcc structures, we performed the calculation of the electromagnetic eigenmodes using the vector plane-wave method [7, 36, 42] . For comparison and analysis, we calculated the photonic band structure for direct and inverted opals and yablonovite, as well as for the woodpile structure. The frequencies of the eigenstates were calculated as a function of the wave vector k in the range of 0.0 < a/λ < 1.0. The eigenvalue problem was solved with 20 3 plane waves in expansion Equation (1) in the reciprocal lattice vectors that are inside the parallelepiped constructed on the primitive reciprocal lattice vectors (the length of the side of the parallelepiped was 20 primitive reciprocal lattice vectors). To calculate the effective dielectric tensor, the unit cell was divided into 100 3 elements (using a 100 × 100 × 100 mesh). Figures 4-6 show the calculation results. Figure 4 presents the photonic band structure for the four discussed photonic crystals with the fcc lattice. As can be seen in the figure, the complete band gap is observed for inverted opal and direct yablonovite with a sufficiently high dielectric contrast. Any complete band gap is absent for direct opal (Figure 4a ) and inverted yablonovite (Figure 4e ). In the inverted opal structure, the lower gap edge is located in the W direction and the upper edge in X direction; in the direct yablonovite structure, the lower gap edge is located in the W direction and the upper edge in the L direction. Our results (Figure 4 ) coincide with those reported in the literature [3, 6, 18, 19] : for inverted opals, the complete band gap appears between the eighth and ninth photonic branches with a center frequency of a/λ = 0.794; for direct yablonovite, the complete band gap appears between the second and third photonic branches with a center frequency of a/λ = 0.543. Figure 5 demonstrates the scanning electron microscopy images of a set of woodpile structures with different filling factors obtained by changing the rod cross-section to a lattice constant ratio. We fabricated woodpile structures composed of orthogonal rods with variable width w and a height of c/4 with lattice constants a = 2000 nm and c = 2800 nm (the case of c = √ 2a when the woodpile structure has the symmetry of the fcc lattice). The photonic band structure has been calculated with the same relative permittivity ε = 6. As can be seen from the figure, there is a strong dependence of the complete band gap size on the filling factor that is presented in detail in Figure 6 . Wave vector The relations of the structural and dielectric parameters to the relative complete band gap size ∆ω/ω 0 for inverted opals, direct yablonovite and woodpile are presented in Figure 6 . Note that the only difference between direct and inverted woodpile lattice is the filling factor of the structure. It can be seen that the complete band gap in the host permittivity scale appears in woodpile with square rods at ε = 4.6, in direct yablonovite with w/a = 0.23 at ε = 4.8 and in inverted opals at ε = 8.7. For all structures, an increase in the permittivity ε is accompanied by the monotonic expansion of the region of existence of the complete band gap (in the ε range under study). Obviously, at any given dielectric contrast, there exists an optimal filling ratio that maximizes the complete band gap. For example, at ε = 15, the structural configuration that would yield the largest gap is obtained when the air spheres in inverted opals have a diameter of about 0.36a, the cylindrical rods in direct yablonovite have a diameter of about 0.23a and the square rods in the fcc woodpile structure (c = √ 2a) have width of about 0.28a. Note that the optimal value of r = 0.23a in the yablonovite structure corresponds to the filling factor of f = 25% (i.e., 75% of the volume of the sample is filled with air). Such a filling factor is very closeto the natural filling factor of opals, where the air spheres in the inverted opal fcc lattice at their point ofcontact occupy 74% of the volume of the sample.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the direct laser writing in photosensitive materials is a promising technique for rapid and flexible fabrication of three-dimensional computer-designed photonic crystals with a perfect structure and high resolution beyond the diffraction limit. By employing the two-photon polymerization technique, we have fabricated samples with the inverted yablonovite structure by the raster scanning and vector scanning methods. The vector scanning proves its self as a more rapid method for the preparation of photonic crystals with an fcc lattice, which is especially important in the case of the fabrication of large photonic structures for optical measurements and different applications. We have fabricated also the samples of the woodpile structure with different filling factors. The strict correspondence of the resulting materials to the designed structures has been confirmed by scanning electron microscopy.
The photonic band-gap structure of inverted yablonovite and woodpile crystals, as well as synthetic opals with an fcc lattice, has been investigated, depending on the structural and dielectric parameters. The theoretical results have been implemented to fabricate polymeric structures that can be used as templates for photonic crystals with a complete band gap in the near-infrared and visible regions. In particular, the complete photonic band gap will open for ε > 4.6 for the woodpile structure and for ε > 4.8 for the direct yablonovite structure.
The high resolution achieved by the two-photon polymerization technique, combined with the high transparency of sol-gel materials, makes this an ideal technology for the fabrication of nanophotonic devices. Of particular importance is the application of this method to more complicated three-dimensional structures.
